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OUTDOOR FILMS A WINDOW TO THE WORLD  

Perth International Arts Festival presents 

LOTTERYWEST FESTIVAL FILMS: SEASON ONE 

The birthplace of the Perth International Arts Festival – the iconic Somerville Auditorium – 
will once again be a glittering showcase for the best cinema from around the globe this 
summer. 

The evergreen outdoor cinema at the University of WA and the increasingly popular ECU 
Joondalup Pines are the languid, sensory settings for 21 weeks of oddball comedies, 
sumptuous period dramas, sweet, life-affirming family affairs and wryly wrought mysteries 
from award-winning directors. 

This year, the film program expands to 
new horizons in the Perth Cultural 
Centre with virtual reality film 
Collisions and a retrospective 
dedicated to two of Australia’s finest 
filmmakers Rolf de Heer and Molly 
Reynolds. 

The first half of our 2016-2017 
program has another fresh, exciting 
range of contemporary and award-
winning world cinema from Slovakia, 

Japan, New Zealand, Spain, France, Chile, Germany, Italy and the USA, with further countries 
represented in Season Two (to be announced). 

The picturesque UWA Somerville and ECU Joondalup Pines are perfect settings for summer 
movie-going. Combined with PIAF’s 64-year tradition of showing the best new international 
films, this equals a cinema experience that is unique in Australia.  

Chair of Lotterywest Heather Zampatti said: ‘Lotterywest is proud to be the principal partner 
of the Perth International Arts Festival which has brought many extraordinary experiences to 
Western Australians over the years.’ 

‘The Lotterywest Festival Films is one of these experiences, showcasing some of the world’s 
best films in two of the world’s most beautiful outdoor cinemas.’ 

‘Thanks to the continued support of West Australians playing Lotterywest Games, the 
nation’s only State run Lottery is able to continue to support events like PIAF and the 
Lotterywest Festival Films that bring us together with experiences that inspire us, move us 
or simply make us laugh.’ 

Lotterywest Festival Films program manager Tom Vincent  said: ‘This year’s Lotterywest 



 

 

Festival Films season finds a perfect balance between a terrific evening out in wonderful 
surroundings, and some really resonant ideas that feel very much part of our conversations 
in 2016. I’m especially proud that we can feature so many films that have strong ideas and 
forms that connect across our program; be that freedom in Chile, the thrill of the circus, or 
simply our need for a sustainable life. I can’t wait for us to share in these places and these 
ideas together at our cinemas and beyond.’ 

Season One commences 28 November 2017 with Season Two announced 16 January 2017.  

First off the bat is New York 
based bittersweet drama Little 
Men, which tells the tale of two 
teenagers trying to make new 
friends and grow to be the best 
little men they can be. The 
struggles between their parents 
and the reality of paying the bills 
put unwanted pressure on these 
young mates. Attractive in 
production and scripted with a 
unusually rounded sense of 
character, this US film will be 
loved by audiences. 

Commencing at Joondalup Pines, The Teacher, is an accessible yet exotic black comedy that 
hinges on the bold performance by award-winning actress Zuzana Maurery as the titular 
classroom tyrant. Intimidating and corrupt, this teacher calls for favours from parents in 
exchange for good grades for her students. Set in the 1980s Communist era, the witty story 
is full of relatable ideas of power as the students’ parents debate on how to deal with 
everyday corruption of Maurery, Winner, Best Actress, Karlovy Vary Film festival. 

Developed by the internationally known Japanese Director Hirokazu Koreeda (Our Little 
Sister, 2016 PIAF), After The Storm follows his preference for depicting the joys and tensions 
of families. Lead actor Hiroshu Abe is striking, intriguing and relatable in his depiction of a 
wayward son and an absent Dad who struggles to live with the missed chances to fulfil his 
dream of a novelist. Now with his love (ex-wife) lost to someone else, a gambling problem 
and his less than satisfactory work as a private detective, he finds himself with a chance to 
reconcile and start again.  

Is it acceptable to make art out of the issues that constrain real people? The Rehearsal is a 
story of lust and power plays. Drama students from a prestigious Auckland drama school 
decide to fictionalise a real life scandal of a student having sexual relations with the tennis 
instructor. Drawing out thorny questions of morality and adult responsibilities, this is a class 
Kiwi act. Devised from the 2009 novel by Eleanor Catton, Director Alison Maclean’s second 
feature features Kerry Fox and James Rolleston.  

Bright bold colour and with gorgeous design elements, Julieta is a melodrama following 
female anxiety by seasoned international pedigree Spanish Director Pedro Almodovar (The 
Skin I Live In, 2011). Complex and mysterious, the rich character development of Julieta finds 



 

 

us thrown out of the present and into the past when she hears word of her estranged 
daughter Antia.  

The only animated film in the season, The Red Turtle, is a fable of hope beautifully 
constructed with immaculate cinematic score. Oscar winning Director, Michael Dudok de 
Wit, works with Japanese animators Studio Ghibli (Howl’s Moving Castle, 2004) for a 
survivor-style storyline. A man lands on a desert island with the plan to make his way back to 
the mainland, each time persuaded by a turtle to stay. The moral being of finding a happy 
medium and appreciating what you have, this is not a children’s film but may be suitable for 
mature 12+. 

A New Jersey based bus driver, 
starts his day by writing a short, 
sweet poem and returns each 
day to his loving wife and dog. 
Embracing of routine and 
conformity, we watch a strange, 
interesting story about a sense 
of waiting and speaks to the 
anecdote of the pace of life. 
Thought provoking, Paterson, 
has been placed on re-runs at 
other festivals due to positive 
audience response. Star Adam 

Driver (Girls and Star Wars: The Force Awakens) plays the laconic hero with whom we 
observe the quirks and joys of life. 

The dire struggles of an artist are never-ending. In The Dancer we are prompted to think 
about the social issues of gender equality, the role economic stance plays in acceptance and 
jealousy of another’s skillset. Dancer Loie Fuller moves from her humble beginnings in the 
Amerifcan mid-west to classic Paris and meets an intense, bright protégé. First time Director 
Stephanie Di Giusto leads Soko and Lily-Rose Depp to light up the screen. 

Neruda is a funny, entertaining and sexy chase film about wanted poet Pablo Neruda as he 
flees through Chile from right-wing President Videla and his men. Through a fictionalised 
portrayal of real incidents, Neruda becomes a mythical character for Chileans following his 
life on the run as he covertly publishes his poems. Gael Garcia Bernal (The Motorcycle 
Diaries, 2013 PIAF) is playful in his energetic rebirth of an infamous poet. 

A vibrant film that enlightens and entertains, Monsieur Chocolat, is about real life artistic 
pioneers in early-20th century France. As a clown, Cuban Rafael Padilla, ‘Chocolat’ is a skilful, 
larrikin performer who is viewed by many as a savage due to the colour of his skin. 
Pioneering duo ‘Footit and Chocolat’ are ground-breaking for the black star. The film 
questions the walls built by institutionalised racism for entertainment and through a witty 
provocative manner challenges the social issue. Omar Sy (The Untouchables) plays Chocolat 
and James Thieree is a talented circus star whose shows Raoul (2012) and La Veillée des 
Abysses (2006) were PIAF theatre hits. 

 



 

 

Sweet and moving Toni Erdmann is a 
German comedy that is both funny and 
brilliant. It is a weird and life-affirming 
depiction of a troubled father and 
daughter relationship in a laugh-out-
loud film that has become an audience 
favourite. Toni Erdmann is the tactless, 
buck-toothed practical joker alter-ego 
adopted by retired schoolteacher 
Winifried Conradi when he tags along to 
his daughter’s business meetings. Peter 
Simonischek (Oktober November, 
2013) is a garlanded actor and adds brilliance to an already scrumptious script. 

Escapees from a mental institution trek around Italy on a hilarious road trip. Like Crazy is an 
entertaining and funny portrayal of mental illness and the bond of companionship. The 
relationship between the two lead characters is both sympathetic, dynamic and a universal 
friendship. Director Paolo Virzi has once again cast his muse Valeria Bruni Tedeschi in this 
delicately balanced film of humour and pathos. 

WHERE: UWA Somervile, The University of WA 

WHEN: 28 Nov – 12 Feb 8pm*  
BOOKINGS AND FESTIVAL INFO: 08 6488 5555 – perthfestival.com.au – Ticketek outlets 

WHERE: ECU Joondalup Pines, Edith Cowan University Joondalup Campus 

WHEN:  28 Nov – 12 Feb 8pm*  
BOOKINGS AND FESTIVAL INFO: 08 6488 5555 – perthfestival.com.au – Ticketek outlets 

*On Australia Day at UWA Somerville screening starts at 8.30pm 
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For further information, interviews or images please contact: 

WA MEDIA: Stephen Bevis  NATIONAL MEDIA: Miranda Brown    
+61 8 6488 8618 / 0448 927 281 +61 3 9419 0931 / 0411 568 781  
sbevis@perthfestival.com.au  miranda@mbpublicity.com.au 
  
Perth International Arts Festival 

Founded in 1953 by The University of Western Australia, the Perth International Arts Festival is 

the longest running international arts festival in Australia and Western Australia’s premier 

cultural event. The Festival has developed a worldwide reputation for excellence in its 

international program, the presentation of new works and the highest quality artistic 
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experiences for its audience. For 64 years the Festival has welcomed to Perth some of the 

world’s greatest living artists and now connects with over 700,000 people each year. 

 

Wendy Martin is the Artistic Director 2016–19.  
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